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almost swaggered by, labelled impressively " Plant No, i " ;
the grave enumeration seemed to hint at vast industrial
vistas, promptly contradicted by aggregations of the most
woeful sheds, Our locomotive clanged the dismal bell, that
carries to every British ear a hint of Sunday morning
(nothing seems odder to Englishmen than rolling across a
continent behind a disembodied Sabbath); and as the
tracks wandered uncertainly through the dishevelled out-
skirts, backyards and building-lots lay all unsof tened in the
hard American light.
No one had quite prepared the observer for these two
ingredients of his landscape—the immense untidiness that,
masked by the world's demurest house-fronts, lies behind
the trim concrete side-walks of Time's latest birth, and the
comforting deliberation of American trains.   The last is
almost unspeakably consoling.   For the European fancy,
haunted by its incurable romance upon American subjects,
had visions of incredible speed, of big black cow-catchers
whirling across receding prairies and ten-foot driving-
wheels pounding dizzily over trestle bridges.   But the
reality was far more soothing, as the untidy outskirts flowed
slowly past the window.   The wise Pragmatist may warn
us against " the most barren of exercises, the making of
international comparisons,"   But in railway  trains he
warns in vain.   For the winter climate provided by the
heirs of Mr. Pullman quite precludes the reading of books;
even his fellow-countrymen sit in a stupor over comic strips
and cross-word puzzles or stare disconsolately out of the
window.   Smoking brings no relief, except to those pre-
pared to pursue that anodyne on the unyielding sets of a
dejected cell furnished with washing-basins and the illimit-
able conversation of travelling salesmen,   So what re-
mains, as the unsweetened building-lots go by and the
bell clangs for level crossings, but the barren exercise of
comparison ?
We droop in our revolving chairs.   Below the window,
where the ampler telegraph poles of the New World slip

